7.2.2.1 Title of the practice:
Teacher’s Presentation
7.2.2.2 Objectives of the Practice
1. To cultivate an atmosphere of sharing of knowledge among the Teachers.
2. To motivate them to update themselves endlessly that in turn leads to modernize the
knowledge of the students.
3. To enhance the presentation skills.
4. To bring cohesiveness among the staff members.
5. To come up with some unique and new concepts so that it will be helpful to teachers
of other streams.
6. To have plenty of interaction among all faculties and also to learn to give a lots of
thought to their audio visual aids.
7. To facilitate learning and development among all.

7.2.2.3 The context
St. Vincent Pallotti College has a number of departments having skilled and experienced
faculties. The progressive culture of the college demands a continuous updation of
information in various fields. To fulfil these requirements, College operates a unique
approach to benefit the teachers and the students. It is known as ‘Teacher’s Presentation’. In
this, teachers present those topics in which they are excellent and also have presented or
written some research papers on the same. This methodology helps in developing some new
insights into different commercial, technical, social, moral and cultural issues. The topic
ranges from a vast variety for ex: topics like Perception to Communication barrier,
Effectiveness of Yoga to Defence Mechanism, Green Computing and many more.
7.2.2.4 The Practice
St.Vincent Pallotti College has a regular practice of conducting teacher’s presentation session
since 4 years mostly on week days. The conduction of teacher’s presentation has been one of
the best practices of the college and this practice has brought amazing results.

The concept of teacher’s presentation was introduced because such presentations allow the
educator, to let out their creativity through each relevant slide. Teachers must have
impeccable presentation skills for piquing the interest of the audience, and this is why, more
than ever, teachers from various departments present their topics from their streams and in
the end of the session there are discussions on the same. The college devotes exclusively 2
hours for these sessions.
St. Vincent Pallotti College started an innovative practice of Teachers Presentation, wherein
every teacher is provided with opportunity to write and present their paper in front of Pallotti
team. To strengthen presentation skills, focus on improving skills in these three areas:
•

Verbal and Non-Verbal Communication.

•

Effective Use of the Chalkboard and Visual-Aids

•

Effective Design and Meaningful Organization of Content.

“Effective lecturers combine the talents of scholar, writer, producer, comedian, showman,
and teacher in ways that contribute to student learning.”
The success of a teaching session is dependent on multiple factors, including adequate
instructor preparation, the balance of learners' needs with educational goals, active participant
learning led by a skilled facilitator, and appropriate assessment of the session's educational
outcomes. Faculty from education department gives presentation on teaching methodology
which is also useful for other stream teachers to develop new pedagogy and teaching
methods. The research cell of the college regulates the mechanism of ‘Teacher’s
Presentation’. In this practice two teachers present their topic with power point presentation
or some audio-video display. The cell prepares the schedule of the presentations. Each
teacher gets one chance in one academic session.
The presentation session helped the teachers in various ways. It brought together teachers of
different streams with different points of views and each having some or the other new topics
to be presented. All sessions indulged in discussions and ended in a concrete conclusion.
It was also planned to present the best paper and presentation in front of students and
facilitate the concerned faculty. It is a very interactive session and a great practice that helps
in up gradation of teachers and students. The teacher’s presentation sessions were highly

effective. Many new ideas and concepts were introduced and presented in such a way that the
entire faculty got engrossed. After the session Brainstorming was also done sometimes on
any particular topics and healthy discussions were there to come to a conclusion.
Presentation skills can be defined as a set of abilities that enable an individual to interact with
the audience; transmit the messages with clarity; engage the audience in the presentation; and
interpret and understand the mindsets of the listeners. These skills refine the way one puts
forward his messages and enhance his persuasive powers. Teaching field needs a good
command over subject along with great Communication skill. Presentation helps to in build
communication skills in every teacher and personal growth of them. In addition, it also
grooms the personality of the presenter and elevates his levels of confidence.
The following criteria are kept in mind while selecting the topic of the presentation:
1. The topic is of interest and/or relevance and/or importance both to you and to your
audience.
2. The content should be of manageable size, that does not exceed the time limit.
3. One must have a dynamite visual aid which will cement some aspect of the
presentation in the minds of your audience members.
4. The topic lends itself to a relatively simple purpose statement, thesis statement and
relatively simple organization.

The topic ranges from a vast variety like :Perception to Communication barrier, Effectiveness
of Yoga to Defence Mechanism, Green Computing and many. Problems like absenteeism,
organizational conflict, barriers in communication and how to overcome it are the topics
which were discussed.
Teacher presentation is the best practice of our college. All the teachers are required to
prepare a topic of their own choice and give presentations. they help to
•

Establish one clear idea. Conventional wisdom of the past used to be about putting as
much information and content into a presentation as possible. ...

•

Start with a compelling hook. ...

•

Prioritize–only put in what's important. ...

•

Consider schema and background knowledge. ...

•

With slides, less is more

7.2.2.5 Evidence of Success
The teacher’s presentation sessions were highly effective. Many new ideas and concepts were
introduced and presented in such a way that the entire faculty got engrossed. After the
session, Brainstorming session also followed some times on particular topics and healthy
discussions held to come to a conclusion.
7.2.2.6 Problems encountered and resources required:
As all things have their pros and cons therefore teacher’s presentation session also encounter
some problems. These problems were not major ones and got resolved immediately. Some
problems that were encountered are:
•

Time constraint: many times the topics were interesting and audience wanted to listen
but due to the time limit the presentations were cut down short.

•

Sometimes the subject and area chosen were not explained properly and audience
couldn’t relate to it.

•

Faculties gave theoretical presentations and it was just reading from the slides which
made the entire purpose of teacher’s presentation in a haywire.

•

Various other important and unavoidable activities of the colleges sometimes
hampered the scheduling of the sessions.

•

Some presentations were lengthy and hence the faculty could not pay attention.
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